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Newsletter 
 
Welcome to our first Newsletter.  Our aim is to update 
you on what we at Cadizcasa have been up to and also 
include a few articles from people who have an interest 
in all things Spanish.  The Newsletter will be issued 
quarterly and is also available to download on our 
website.  Please sign up on the home page of our 
website www.cadizcasa.com  for future copies to be 
sent automatically to you by email. 
This year we have expanded our property for sale 
portfolio to include Ayamonte,  Murcia and Almeria.   
The Costa de la Luz still remains our most popular area 
but Murcia and Almeria are doing well with extremely 
competitively priced apartments and penthouses only a 
few metres from the sea.   
Our  rental and holiday let portfolios have also expanded 
with additional properties now available in Vejer, Cadiz 
and Conil.  Business has increased this year although a 
lot of the bookings were later than the traditional 
holiday booking period and we are currently taking 
bookings for 2012 and also surprisingly for 2013 so long 
may it continue. 
Also on the rental front we are introducing from the 
winter season 2011 twin centre holidays.  Holiday 
makers can pair a city break in Cadiz City with a relaxing 
stay in Vejer de la Frontera or Lebrija.  We are confident 
that this flexibility will prove popular with holiday 
makers looking to sample both city and village life in 
Spain. 
Several companies have given their input to this 
Newsletter and I would like to thank our contributors for 
this month, Stephen Daly of Andalucian Guides, David 
Vila of the Foremost Currency Group and Andrew 
Bickerton of A & A Wines.  All have provided us with 
excellent articles on bird migration, the money markets 
and Spanish wines. 
We would really like to know what you think of the 
Newsletter and what you would like to see in the next 
edition  (Dec 2011) so please email with your comments 
and suggestions to info@cadizcasa.com 
 
Lesley McEwan, MD, CadizcasaMD 
 

MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION 
OF INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY 
PROFESSIONALS 

 
In July of this year we were elected 
members of the AIPP (Association of 
International Property Professionals).  
The Association are a not for profit 

organisation whose aim is to improve the standards of 
professionalism in the international property market, 
helping both the industry and the public and to provide 
the consumer with confidence and the industry 
professionals with a united voice. 
We signed up voluntary to follow the AIPP Code of 
Conduct, a code established to help consumers by 
showing where they will find professional, accountable 
companies. It is an illustration of each Member´s 
commitment to high standards in their work and the 
AIPP demand that all Members act with honesty, 
transparency and integrity in all their dealing with the 
public and the with the industry. 
We are very honoured to become one of only 3 
companies in the Southeast of Spain to hold the AIPP 
accreditation.  It is an acknowledgement of the length of 
time we have been working as professionals in the 
property sales and rental industry on the Costa de la Luz 
and the standard of service we offer our clients. 
For more information about the AIPP look on   
http://www.aipp.org.uk/ 
 

WHAT IS LURKING ROUND THE CORNER IN 
THE CURRENCY MARKETS? 

So what’s happening in the 
currency markets, and 
which way may exchange 
rates move in the coming 
months?  
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Recently there is a lurking fear that the world could be 
heading into another credit crunch following fears over 
the sovereign debt of some EU countries.  With Ireland 
and Greece already having received bail-outs, there are 
worries that Spain and Italy may get dragged into the 
crisis.  This has had a knock on effect on the GBP/EUR 
pairing and we have seen some violent swings between 
the two over the last month.  
The problem is that markets lack confidence that the 
European Central Bank (ECB) or any other European 
institution will provide support for the euro zone.  The 
real issue is that the governments that adopted the Euro 
as a currency do not have any clear leadership which 
boils down the fact that no one is willing to take 
ultimate responsibility on the decline of the single 
currency.   
In terms of how this has affected the currency, the Euro 
is weaker and is therefore much cheaper to purchase.  
The rates on the GBP/EUR pair have recently risen to a 
two month high as the Euro weakened across the board.  
But with the pound seen as the best of a bad bunch of 
currencies it is still not immune to a fall in the market.  
Analysts believe that the UK’s economic future remains 
decidedly shaky and we have recently seen things swing 
in the other direction with the rate at the end of August 
dropping back down into the 1.12 region.   
Due to the volatility in the market it is a great idea to 
speak to a currency specialist who can take you through 
your options to help get you the most for your money.   
Q  “We purchased a holiday home in Spain recently and 
plan to use it several months a year.  We have to 
regularly top up our Euro account to cover the mortgage 
payments and utility bills. We’ve been doing this 
through the bank so far, what options would you offer 
as a currency broker?”  Roger Norton, Eastbourne. 
A  There are several different options available to you, 
all of which will be more cost effective than simply using 
your bank.  The high street banks not only give quite 
poor exchange rates, but also have higher charges and 
it’s often very difficult to organize with them quickly, as 
you are passed from pillar to post to get through to the 
right department.  
Conversely, using a currency broker will mean you can 
achieve better exchange rates, lower transfer charges, 
and of course have the benefit of expert guidance from 
specialists in the currency market.   
So, on to the options you have open to you.  You could 
use a broker in much the same way you currently do it 

with the bank; get in touch to fix a rate as and when you 
need to send funds across to your account. This allows 
you to choose when and how much you send, however 
does mean having to arrange on the telephone, make a 
bank transfer etc.  
The second option would be to use a regular payment 
service. This usually works by setting up a standing order 
on a monthly basis, and your funds are automatically 
wired to your Euro account. The advantage of this is it’s 
all dealt with automatically without you having to worry 
about organizing anything.  
Thirdly you could use our online trading platform. This is 
popular as it allows you to pick and choose the time and 
amount to convert, 24 hours a day 7 days a week 
without having to make any telephone calls. In the 
modern age with an internet connection available to 
nearly everyone, and internet banking facilities now 
commonplace, this is becoming the most popular 
method of transferring smaller amounts between 
£250.00 and £10,000.00 
Your final option is locking in a rate for a full years 
payments with a Forward contract. This doesn’t give you 
much flexibility, but does mean you know the exact cost 
of your monthly transfer, helping you to budget more 
effectively.  
The best option for you will depend on your personal 
circumstances and attitude to risk.  A free consultation 
with a specialist broker can provide you with all the 
information you need to make an informed decision on 
the right solution for you. 
 
David Vila  at Foremost Currency Group  
0044 (0) 1442 892060 
www.foremostcurrencygroup.co.uk 
 
 

STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS… 

 
IVA (VAT) paid on the purchase of new houses has 
been slashed by 50% to 4% with immediate effect up to 
the end of this year.  The reason given was to try to 
stimulate the poor property market. 
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BUY A HOUSE IN SPAIN BUT WRITE THE 
CONTRACT ACCORDING TO UK LAW.    WILL IT 
WORK? 

 

The new Cross Border Electronic Conveyancing 

scheme set up by the European Land Registry 

Association will allow for the purchasing procedure 

for a Spanish property to be settled in the buyer´s 

home country.  Property purchases will be dealt with 

under the protective laws of the purchaser´s country 

and they will be guaranteed against unknown 

restrictions and violations of the contract by the 

seller.  For instance a UK purchaser could have the 

contract for a purchase in Spain drawn up in the UK 

under UK laws and have recourse through the UK 

courts if things do not work out. 

 

Will it work?  There is little doubt that we need 

some protection for people who purchase Spanish 

property.  Many things have happened in the past 

with unprofessional people which have caused some 

house owners years of misery and high costs.  Any 

scheme which offers greater protection to the public 

can only be a good thing.  However, the scheme is 

in its infancy and we need to see how it works in 

reality.  The biggest challenge will be comparing the 

laws of the two countries regards title and ownership 

and achieving workable solutions to the various 

anomalies which undoubtedly exist. 

 

Read more about the scheme under Cadizcasa 

Fighting for Higher Professional Standards in the 

Estate Agency Industry in Spain. 
http://www.cadizcasa.com/index.php?option=com_cont
ent&view=category&layout=blog&id=11&Itemid=22 
 
 

WE LOVE TO DRINK SPANISH WINES BUT DO 
WE KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THEM? 

 
We all love a glass of cold Albariño on a hot day or a 
cute Rose with our Paella or indeed a full blooded Rioja 
with some manchego cheese while nestling up to a log 
fire in the colder months but do we know much about 

Spanish wines.  Well, saldy most people know very little 
other than how to open the bottle and empty it in to a 
glass.  In the 80´s it was hard to spot a bottle of Spanish 
wine in the shops but now our wines have launched 
themselves on the British market and tapas bars are 
popping up all over the UK as all things Spanish suddenly 
come in to vogue. 
I have the pleasure of knowing Andrew Bickerton of A & 
A Wines in Cranleigh.  They are an independent 
wholesale wine importer stocking one of the best 
Spanish wine selections in the UK and Andrew has kindly 
given me the following breakdown of Spanish wine 
types which you may find of interest. 

  
 
 
 
CRIANZA 

Applies usually to red wines and is a sign of quality. 
The wine has spent at least one-year in oak and 
therefore has a characteristic oaky flavour which is 
much prized. These are lovely wines to drink on 

their own or with food and can be very well priced. 

 RESERVA 
When a vintage is good, the best wines are often 
classified as being of reserva potential, in which 
case the wine maker will age the wines for a 
minimum of three years for red wines and two years 

for white and rosé wines. The red reservas must spend at 
least one year in oak, the others a minimum of six months. In 
Rioja only ten percent of the wines are sold as reserva which 
explains their premium price and why they can be in short 
supply. 

 GRAN RESERVA 
These are either wines that have been chosen from 
an exceptional vintage or a blend of reservas 
capable of further wood aging. The minimum age is 
five years with at least two in oak. Many will have 

an additional year before bottling and several more years 
cellar aging. White and rosé gran reservas are rare. This 
category makes up a tiny proportion of overall production in 
Rioja but is the most highly prized throughout Spain. 

  

CAVA  

Spanish Cava is a white or Rosado sparkling wine. It is 
strictly controlled in terms of production and labelling and can 
be of the very highest quality. 
It is made in the same way (Traditional Method) as 
champagne and is a fabulous alternative. 
Reserva/Gran Reserva Cavas are top quality. 

 

http://www.cadizcasa.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=11&Itemid=22
http://www.cadizcasa.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=11&Itemid=22
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ROSADO 
Spain makes top quality rose wines. They are making a huge 
comeback are extremely popular all year round (not just the 
summer months). 
If you haven’t tried one recently then now is the time to do so. 
They are bright and fresh, full of flavour and most importantly 
– dry. 

  

"NEW STYLE" WINE  

This refers to the influence of the new world wine styles on 
Spanish wine (notably Australia). These wines are fresh, 
young, innovative, exciting and in great contrast to the 
classic, more traditional Riojas. They often use named grape 
varieties (eg Merlot, Tempranillo and Albarino) and are 
hugely popular. 
 
 

We asked Andrew for his wine recommendation of the 
month  and he said  
“Bordon Crianza 2007.  If I had one choice only or 
somebody asked me to recommend a typically Spanish 
wine Bordon would be the one I would choose.  
Everything in that bottle tells you about Spain and it is 
readily available both from us here in the UK and in 
Spain. I have even spotted it  at the duty free in several 
Spanish airports”.   
So why not take Andrews advice and pick up a bottle of 
Bordon.  If you are in Spain that should not be a problem 
or if you are back in the UK and missing your Spanish 
wines then contact Andrew,  he offers an excellent mail 
order service and fabulous Spanish wine gift boxes for 
Christmas delivered to lucky recipient’s door. 
 
 
A & A Wines, Cranleigh, UK  or at 
www.spanishwinesonline.co.uk   
or on 44(0)1483 274666 

STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS… 

 
El Vaporcito the small ferry boat which crosses the 
route from El Puerto de Santa Maria to Cadiz in 45 
minutes sank in only 7 minutes on Tuesday after 
colliding with the Reina Victoria quay.  All 40 
passengers a nd 3 crew were evacuated safely.  The 
The ferry was first launched in 1929 and there are calls 
to refloat this much loved ferry. 
 

MD OF CADIZCASA SPEAKS AT CHICLANA 
FOREIGN RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION MEETING 

 
Lesley said “It was my pleasure to be asked to speak at 
the recent CHIFRA meeting in Chiclana.  We decided to 
sponsor this very worthwhile organisation earlier this 
year.  They help people who have purchased illegal 
houses with information and advice and also help 
foreign residents with a whole host of everyday 
problems associated with living in Spain”. 
The essence of Lesley´s speech was the need for Spain to 
change in order to keep pace with the changes which 
have been forced upon it by the economic crisis.  My 
theme was Spain – the boom to the bust.  In my opinion 
the boom started way back in the late 50´s and early 
60´s with Pedro Zaragosa.  A man of vision who realised 
that his home town of Benidorm could not survive as it 
was – a small fishing village scraping a living from the 
sea.  When he became mayor he gave permission for the 
building of hotels and much against the will of the 
Catholic church allowed foreign visitors to wear their 
little polka dot bikinis on the beaches.  In time he was 
threatened with excommunication for allowing such 
sacrilegious behaviour so he got on his moped and went 
to see Franco the dictator at the Palace in Madrid. 
Franco sent his wife Carmen to Benidorm to report on 
this den of iniquity.  Carmen found that it was not 
sacrilegious at all but forward thinking.   The locals 
praised Pedro for his vision and said that without the 
tourism he encouraged the town would be on its last 
legs.  Franco “suggested” as dictators do,  that the 
church cancel their threat of excommunication and he 
told Pedro go get on with making Benidorm a tourist 
centre.  Love the place or hate it Pedro turned a disaster 
in to a gold mine by having the will to change.  
Many of the children who were brought to Spain on 
holiday for the first time in the 60´s are now property 
owners and the love affair between Spain and the UK is 
well established but Spain has hit hard times and is 
suffering as much if not more than other European 
countries. 
Our building industry in particular has suffered and it is 
time for us to change.  We need to look carefully at 
future building quotas, not only the number but the 
style of property we are providing for the market,  we 
need our banks to start lending and we need to bring 

http://www.spanishwinesonline.co.uk/
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confidence back in to our property market by offering 
safe purchasing procedure to investors. 
If you live in the Chiclana area and have problems with 
your property we provide a free property health check 
and valuation service to establish the legal situation of 
your property and a possible selling price.  Contact us at 
http://www.cadizcasa.com/index.php?option=com_cont
ent&view=article&id=6&Itemid=10  
 

STOP PRESS… STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS… 

 
Spanish General Elections brought forward by 4 
months to 20 November 2011.  The Spanish General 
Election which was planned for March 2012 has been 
brought forward to the end of 2011 due to the 
countries current economic woes. 
 

THE AUTUMN BIRD MIGRATION ON THE 
STRAIT OF GIBRALTAR 

 
 

 
 
Stephen Daly of Andalucian Guides explains more... 
For  anyone  with  an  interest in  nature the  late  
summer  and  autumn  bird migration is a fantastic 
spectacle. 
Every  year,  when  the  great  migration pathways  of  
the  world  come  alive,  The Strait  of  Gibraltar,  one  of  
the  busiest routes on the planet, sees a  constant  flow  
of bird movement south. 
This all  takes place  right  on our  doorstep  and  is 
without  doubt  an amazing  sight  to witness, with huge 
numbers of birds crossing  between  southern  Europe’s  
Iberian Peninsula and northern Africa. 
It  is  estimated  that  than  650,000  birds representing  
more  than  80  species,  of which 190,000 raptors will  

pass over  our heads.  By late  August  each year  most  
of us  will  have  noticed  the  start  of  the migration 
with huge flocks of White Storks and  the  less  common  
Black  Storks spiraling  in  the  clear  warm  air.  This  
behaviour  tells us  that  something's  afoot.  
Along  the  rice fields and  canal  ditches  of the ancient 
lagoon of La Janda, thousands of White Storks feed  up 
on crayfish, frogs and larger insects, converting this all to 
fat reserves  for  their  precarious sub-Saharan flight.  
Black  Kites  arrive  from  all  over southern  Europe  and  
feed  as  best  they can  on  road-kill,  snakes,  young  
birds, frogs,  in  fact  they’ll  take  anything  at  all that’s  
edible  and  remain  one  of  the world’s  most  
opportunistic  and enterprising  birds of prey  with  huge  
“old world” distribution and population. 
By  the first  three weeks in September  the migration is 
in  full  swing  with many other different  species  
moving  south,  many  of these are raptors or  birds of 
prey. Booted Eagle the smallest  of our  European Eagles  
and  the  larger  winged  Short-toed  Eagles are  joined  
by  Sparrowhawks,  Honey Buzzards  and  Egyptian  
Vultures.  Griffon Vulture  to  the  most  extent,  are  
non-migrants but  do  tend to  follow other  birds flying  
south  during  this  period.  This  mass movement  
continues  through  October. 
 
Raptors,  more  than  any  other  family  of birds,  exhibit  
massive,  visible,  and  far-ranging  migrations,  while  
their  diversity and abundance in many places are critical  
indicators  of  the  health  of  our  fragile ecosystems. 
The meeting  of the continents of  Europe  and  Africa  is  
a  critical  global crossroads  for  the  fascinating  and  
interconnected phenomena of bird migration. 
 

 
 

http://www.cadizcasa.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=6&Itemid=10
http://www.cadizcasa.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=6&Itemid=10
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Bird  behaviour  is  one  indicator  of  Global  warming  
and  our  continuous climate  change.  Man’s actions  
have a  persistent  influence  on  numbers and  
distribution of all  creatures. From our first  days as 
farmer-gatherers, through to  the  intense  industrial  
agricultural  process  of  the  present  day,  man  has  
constantly  and  dramatically  changed  the  physical  
landscape  and  moulded vast  wild  areas  to  suit  our  
species.  Weather  patterns  are  without  doubt  
changing  and  just  as  Man  has  to  adapt  to  severe  
drought  and  equally devastating  floods  each  year,  
birds  too  are  under  immense  pressures  to adapt and 
cope the best they can. 
Each  winter  see  higher  numbers of White Storks as 
well  as Booted  Eagles, wintering  in  Andalucia  without  
the  need  to  source  food  in  warmer  Africa.  This  
assuredly  is  a  clear  indicator  of  our  uninterrupted  
and  accelerating global warming. 
Parties of migrant birds tend to stick together, joining up 
en route and can be seen  anywhere  on  the  Atlantic  
seaboard  as  well  as  inland.  The  birds that travel 
overland, primarily use natural  physical features to  
navigate, such  as valleys and rivers that lead  to  the 
coast. Other  navigational abilities that are still not fully 
explained, include navigation by sun and stars, magnetic 
energy from  the  Earth  and  the  ability  to  smell  
microscopic  particles in  the  air  that relate  to  the area  
in  their  wintering  destination or  conversely  their  
place  of birth. But  the coast  from Cape St  Vincent in 
Portugal  right down to Gibraltar has a tremendous 
amount of migration activity. 
 

 
 
Booted Eagles and Honey Buzzards tend to go for the 
crossing  down on The Strait  towards  Algeciras  
whereas  Egyptian  Vultures  tend  to  cross  at  the  

shortest  point  between  the  two  continents  close  to  
Tarifa.  A great  deal depends on what the weather 
conditions are like when the migrants arrive on the 
south coast  and  take the first major hurdle of crossing  
an open stretch of sea. The wind and sea currents can 
be treacherous and for  birds large and  
small  birds  alike  and  presents  an  extremely  
dangerous  challenge.  Birds leaving  Europe during  a  
very  strong easterly or  Levante  cannot  tell  visually  
that the wind strength increases in the centre, coupled  
with the fact  that there no  thermals over the  sea  to  
assist birds. Sheer  muscle  power,  determination and  
great  energy  reserves  are  required  under  such  
circumstances.  Some migrants inevitable get blown 
completely off course out into the Atlantic, past  
Morocco’s Cape Espartel and are unable to make 
landfall and perish. 
Westerly winds known as Poniente are kinder and pose 
less of a danger. 
Close to  the coast, are the main “Migres” or  migration 
watchpoints manned by  volunteers each year  from the 
end  of July until  October, monitoring  and record the 
numbers of birds of prey, White Storks and of course 
including the beautiful and much rarer Black Storks 
passage.  
The main observation posts are all very close to  the 
main N340 (A5) coastal road. Just east of the town of 
Tarifa  at  KM  87  is  Tráfico  and  Cazalla  is  just  off  KM  
90.7  Algorrobo  is stated at KM 99.1, west of Algeciras. 
 
For more information about Andalucian Guides  
and their day tours on and around The Strait of  
Gibraltar. 
Contact Stephen Daly on (+34) 956 432 949  
/ Mob.  (+34) 647 713 641 or go to the webpage or blog  
http://www.andalucianguides.com    
http://andalucianguides.blogspot.com 
 
 

"Thank you for reading our first Newsletter.  We 
hope you enjoyed the content and found it both 
interesting and useful.  Our next edition will be out 
on 1 December 2011 so please go to our website at 
www.cadizcasa.com Home Page and register your 
details in the box for Newsletter.  You will then 
receive all our future Newsletters direct to your 
email address by PDF". 

http://www.andalucianguides.com/
http://andalucianguides.blogspot.com/

